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Abstract  The study aims to determine the dynamic conversation in Yoohoo and Friends film 6th 

Episode at Happy kids. Dynamic conversation are portrays real life of human and real 
communication in real social context. So, the objective of the research is to describe and 
to know the dynamic conversation in Yoohoo and Friends film 6th episode at happy 
kids. Data analysis is done by using conversation transcript. The results of the study 
can be concluded that the researcher found 21 conversations in Yoohoo and friends 
film. There are 9 Dynamic conversation within; Nonverbal, uncooperative behavior, 
asking explanation, asking for clarification, giving a challenge, asking for clarification, 
giving a challenge, asking for certainty, and giving a challenge. Moreover, Roodee has 
got most speech function use; it is “statement” through 24 moves. Whereas Lion has 
got “question” through 24 moves, and other 11 moves and they are “commands” in 
conversation. Over all, the researcher might suggest readers and other researchers to 
happily learn dynamic conversation mainly speakers’ transition in films and other 
media due to their own best progress understanding as well as practices English 
conversation.  

        Keywords : Dynamic; Conversation; Yoohoo and Friends; Happy Kids; Speech 
Function.   

 
Abstrak      Penelitian ini bermaksud untuk mengetahui dynamic conversation di film Yoohoo and 

Friends, episode ke 6 pada Happy kids. Dynamic conversation menggambarkan 
conversation pada kehidupan nyata manusia dan conversation yang nyata di dalam 
konteks sosial yang nyata. Oleh karenanya, penelitian ini bertujuan untuk 
menggambarkan dan mengetahui dynamic conversation di film Yoohoo and Friends 
episode ke enam pada happy kids. Analisa data dilakukan dengan menggunakan 
transkripsi conversation. Hasil dari penelitian ini adalah bahwa Peneliti menemukan 
21 conversation di film Yoohoo and friends. Di dalam film terdapat 9 dynamic 
conversation yaitu, Nonverbal, uncooperative behavior, asking explanation,  asking for 
clarification, giving a challenge, asking for clarification, giving a challenge, asking for 
certainity, and giving a challenge. Terlebih, Roodee memiliki penggunaan speech 
function, yaitu “statetement” pada 24 moves. Sementara Lion memiliki “question” 
pada 24 moves, dan speech function lainnya 11 moves, yaitu “commands” di dalam 
conversation. Akhirnya, peneliti menyarankan pada pembaca dan peneliti lainnya 
untuk senang mempelajari dynamic conversation terutama pada speakers’ transition 
untuk kemaksimalan peningkatan pemahaman juga penerapan berbahasa Inggris. 
Kata kunci : Dynamic; Conversation; Yoohoo and Friends; Happy Kids; Fungsi Bahasa.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Human being as a social community part needs language to express idea. Language is a tool 

to make human relationship in social life. Language makes human easier to exchange information 

and to express their ideas. There is no human activity without language. Language is used for 

doing social interaction. Speak is one of the way to perform by someone to transaction 

commodities such as information, goods and service.  In the other words, if two people engage in 

conversation they are exchange about information, goods and service. 

Social context at speaker is very effect on the speech that will communicate until the speaker 

must make the choice of speech base to whom we speak and what situation. The speaker will 

choose the different speech when speak with higher authority and authorities. Structure of the 

language used in communication motivated by the language function. In the other words, 

language or text that used in structure accord with the purpose of the use language or that used 

the language functions. 

In a dynamic model is not focus on what type of exchange can we produce, but on what 

move can we produce next. We are looking at the development of the exchange move by move, 

not at the overall shape of the exchange. We focus on the options open to the participants at each 

decision point the dynamic potentials. In discourse analysis based on interaction, described is 

move that is utterance made a person, function and role of what a person to do in conversation. 

One of the children’s most famous and favorite films in Indonesia is Yoohoo and friends film. It is 

about the lion and mane blue. There are speech functions uses within conversations in the film.  

 

METHOD 

The researcher has done this research through watching Television at channel Happy Kids. It 

is descriptive qualitative research. Thus, the researcher tries to understand the phenomenon of 

speech function use within conversations in the film. In accordance with the characteristics of 

qualitative research, data and results are obtained from verbal description of something, namely 

the description of the character elements of the Yoohoo and friends created by Aurora World Corp 

(Trianto, 2008). The research processes a logical interpretation to get meaning from data sources, 

namely in the form of a story or a work of fiction (Burhan Nugiantoro,2005). In this case the 

fictional works can be seen as a form of communication that has the elements as well as the source 

of the message, which is the source or sender of the message (the author), the process of creation, 

message, channel works of fiction produced, the message recipient (reader, researcher) and the 

process of understanding by the reader/researcher. 

The data source is a dynamic conversation within Yoohoo and Friends film 6th episode at 

Happykids. In this study, there are some steps to collect the data. The researcher uses a 
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documentation method which is looking the data about public records, textbooks, letters films, 

tapes, themes, reports or other documents (Ary,2010).  

In this thesis carry out observations by watching television, tapes record and evidence in 

VCD and books related research premises. Beside researcher also will take the data from the 

literature regarding the cartoon Yoohoo and Friends film. In detail, the steps of collecting the data 

as follow: searching the data, downloading Yoohoo and Friends Film. The data are about the lion 

and mane blue, play movies and watching that made the object of research, transcribing. While 

watching the film, the researcher transcribed the data into written form. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The researcher found 21 conversations in Yoohoo and friends film. There are 9 Dynamic 

conversation within; Nonverbal, like in conversation 5, and it is Monkey: “ ha…ha… ha…”, 

Uncooperative behavior, like in conversation 6, and it is Lion: “ What is this all about? Do you 

want to get a piece of the world’s greatest Lion? “, Asking explanation, like in conversation 8, and 

it is Pammee:  “What do we do now?”, Asking for clarification, like in conversation 9, and it is 

Lion: “ Really? ”, Giving a challenge,  like in conversation 12, and it is Lion:  “I don’t care about 

magic spring wells or springs. Whatever I just want my hair go back”, Asking for clarification, like 

in conversation 13, and it is Yoohoo: “ Really? “, Giving a challenge, like in conversation16, and it 

is Roodee: “So you the world’s biggest and bravest lion looking for “, Asking for certainity, like in 

conversation 17, and it is “ You mean a small shiny green one?”, and Giving a challenge, like in 

conversation 21, and it is Lion: “Why not? We will see next time “. 

The moves were analyzed by using dynamic conversation. The data were described in the 

following point.  

Conversation 1.  

             K2   Lemmee   : Nothing that seed the see you guys. 

             K1   Roodee     : It’s not. It means encyclopedia. 

                 K2f  Yoohoo      : That’s will odd. It say that the seed is someone here. Did you   

say the world’s most powerful lion will teach us where is it? 

               K1f Pammee    : That’s right. We will be able to meet him right here. 

From above conversation that consists of one unit, the move of exchange is linear or clear 

and there is no dynamic in the conversation. 

Conversation 2. 

K1  Roodee    : Sarengeti is like heaven to for the animals. This has to be place  

for to find the greatest Lion. 

K2 Lemmee   : If the Lion is so great would he even bother talk to us? 
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Based on description that Roodee gives statement to Lemmee, the move of exchange above is 

clear and there is no dynamic in the conversation. This seen in the structure of conversation as k1 ˄ 

k2. 

Conversation 3. 

             K2   Pammee  : What we are going to do Yoohoo? 

             K1   Yoohoo   : Let’s try to looking for the first area. 

   K2f   Roodee   : Ok. 

 

Based on above description, the move of exchange is clear and there is no dynamic in the 

conversation. This is seen in the structure of conversation as k2 ˄ k. 

Conversation 4. 

K2 Lion           : (Roaar)…I’m the golden Lion. It’s me. Make a way for the king. 

Behold the golden Lion. The strongest Lion in the world. (Roaar). 

No one can against me. 

  K1  Lizard     : (Silent) 

K2f Lion          : Who was that? Come out and show yourself. Come out. It’s just      

a fruit. How dare you. (Rooaar).    

  K1f Elephant : (Geggles) Ha ha ha 

 

From above the conversation that consists of three units the move of exchange is clear and 

there is no dynamic in the conversation. This is seen in the structure of conversation k2 ˄ k1 ˄ k2f ˄ 

k1f. 

Conversation 5. 

   K2  Lion         : Dumb Elephant. May be it was something they ate pe? La..la..la. 

Behold the golden Lion. The strongest Lion in the world. 

Cl   Lion         : Whatever is wrong with these mangy monkeys? Silent please! 

Stop laughing for me. 

            Rcl  Monkey : Ha..ha..ha 

 

From above the conversation that consists of three units the move of exchange is not clear 

and there is dynamic in the conversation. Because there are some conversation is nonverbal that is 

when the secondary knower gives information however the primary knower just response 

“hahaha” it means that he breathing space that the speaker might take during their turn. This is 

seen in the structure of conversation k2 ˄ k1 ˄ cl ˄ rcl. 
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Conversation 6. 

K2 Lion          : What is this all about? Do you want to get a piece of the world’s 

greatest Lion? How dare you. Get away from me. 

   K1  Bird       : You’re mane is broken 

Ch Lion       : No… What happen to my mane? My beautiful golden mane.  

Stay away for me. Leave me alone. This is useless my golden 

mane is gone forever. I look like a clown. I get ready think about 

it. I just show my glory. 

   Rch Monkey : Ha…ha…. Your mane is blue.  

 

Above conversation consists of two units. This conversation has a structure is not linear it 

means there is the dynamic in the conversation because appeared the challenge. It is happen 

because challenge is demand of the speaker position. It means that the speaker propose the 

statement/question to challenge the speaker until the speaker obtain the annoyance namely the 

answer have got like don’t care. Because challenges involve uncooperative behavior, they are 

sensitive to where speakers find themselves in either acknowledge or an action exchange. Below, 

bird positions Lion as a primary knower with a k2 (secondary knower) move a position Lion can’t 

accommodate because he doesn’t know the answer. (J.R. Martin, and D. Rose, Working with 

Discourse: Meaning Beyond the Clause, 2002).  

     Conversation 7. 

K2  Yoohoo  : Excuse me Mr. Lion. Do you know where we can find the exactly 

greatest strongest Lion? 

K1  Lion      : There used to be Lion not be exactly like that. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of one unit, the move of exchange is clear and 

there is no dynamic in the conversation. This is seen in the structure of conversation k2 ˄ k1. 

Conversation 8.  

K2    Roodee   : What is happen in your hair? 

K1    Lion        : No, I don’t know. 

K2f   Pammee : What do we do now? We must go from now to get it be. 

K1f   Yoohoo  : I’m not sure. 

  Cl      Roodee   : Let’s take a look. We have start thinking plaint B. Don’t worry 

we take care. 

Rcl    Lion       : If you can turn my blue mane back to old color. I promise you 

can talk to him for all of you. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. This conversation has a structure is 

not linear it means there is the dynamic in the conversation. With appear the dynamic in 

conversation because Roodee try to ask the explanation because experience or information has sent 
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is not clear. So that experience has done is not clear until the speaker have to clarification about the 

statement or information. The seen in structure conversation as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ k2f ˄ k1f ˄ cl ˄ rcl. 

Conversation 9. 

 K2   All           : You can do that. 

             K1   Lion        : Yes, of course. I can do that. 

K2f   Roodee  : I can try to look it up in this encyclopedia right this every  

moment. 

Cl     Lion         : Really? 

Rcl   Roodee    : This is my adventure Roodee’s original. An natural honey   

shampoo and magic hands. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. This conversation has a structure is 

not linear it means there is the dynamic in the conversation. Statement really is brought appear of 

the problems in the conversation until from the question need of clarification from it. The seen in 

structure conversation as k2 ˄ k1˄ k2f ˄ cl ˄ rcl. 

      Conversation 10. 

            K2    Pammee : Have you prepare yourself, Mr. blue Lion? 

K1    Lion        : Yes 

K2    Roodee   : And let’s get start it. 

K1   Lemmee  : Hey guys, Look at him. He is all covered bubbles, if Roodee 

does to me I will run away and never see me again. 

K2f  Pammee  : It’s funny Chewoo. 

K1f  Chewoo  : It’s look like funny Pammee. 

 
From above the conversation that consists of three units, the move of exchange is clear and 

there is no dynamic in the conversation. This is seen in the structure of conversation k2 ˄ k1 ˄ k2 ˄ 

k1˄ k2f ˄ k1f.  

Conversation 11. 

DK1 Roodee   : Ok, that should do the trick. Ok guys (pour to Lion). Oh no 

you’re mane? 

K2   Lion          : It is still blue isn’t it? 

K1   Chewoo    : Not exactly, now it’s brighter his blue. 

K2f  Lion          : Is it a can brighter? Oh no, what did work? 

K1f  Roodee     : That’s really strange, I wonder Lion didn’t work. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. The move of exchange in the 

conversation is linear it means the conversation there is no dynamic. He has known the answer but 

he/she pretends that he/she does not know it yet to Lion. This conversation structure is dk1 ˄ k2 ˄ 

k1 ˄ k2f ˄ k1f. Roodee is coded as dk1 (delayed primary knower) which means that questioner 

actually has known the answer. So is the interaction with purpose to give or ask goods and 
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services, the structure can be formulated like before with different codes with asking and giving 

information. 

Conversation 12.  

K2   Roodee    :  Are you sure the magic spring is blue? 

K1  Pammee : I’m sure the other animals say it is very popular known 

legendary well. 

K2f Chewoo   : It is a magic spring? I can believe it. That is so cool. 

Ch   Lion        :  I don’t care about magic spring wells or springs.  

Whatever I just want my hair go back. 

 

From above the conversation have a structure is not linear because there is the dynamic in 

the conversation that is appear the challenge in statement about I don’t care about magic spring wells 

or springs. Whatever I just want my hair go back. The seen in structure of conversation as k2 ˄ K1 ˄ 

K2f ˄ ch. 

Conversation 13. 

K2  Yoohoo     : We all can do your wish it work. Look at all the others animal 

that followed us. 

K1  Chewoo     :  I’m going to drink from it take the first. Wow I found it. The 

magic spring it’s here guys. Come on guys the good spring here. 

Look over there, faster…faster.  Come on 

Cl    Yoohoo   : Really? 

Rcl Lemmee   : It’s kind of magic spring is this. Why is it so tiny? 

K2f Pammee   : But everyone said the spring would be here. 

K1f Yoohoo      : Then this must be it. Let’s to trust them and give it goes right. 
 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. This conversation has a structure is 

not linear it means there is the dynamic in the conversation. Statement really is brought appear of 

the problems in the conversation until from the question need of clarification from it. The seen in 

structure conversation as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ cl ˄ rcl ˄ k2f ˄ k1f. 

Conversation 14. 

K2    Pammee : Mr. Lion, you have to sprinkle the water on your head and 

shout your wish and say first out loud. 

K1    Lion          :  Dear a magic spring please. Give me back my  

golden mane. 

K2f  Roodee      : Oh…my eyes. 

K1f  Yoohoo     : Look over there. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units, the move of exchange in the 

conversation is clear it means there is no dynamic. The seen in structure conversation as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ 

k2f ˄ k1f. 
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Conversation 15. 

            Dk1  Lion        : I can believe it, My mane is go back again. 

            K2    Roodee    : Success 

K1    Pammee   : This is imaging Mr. Lion 

K2f  Yoohoo : Congratulati              on Mr. Lion. Your wish comes true 

                                                          K1f   Lion         : Well, Thanks. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. The move of exchange is clear it 

means there is no dynamic in the conversation. In other word, the structure is linear and in the 

conversation contained expression thanks. 

Conversation 16. 

K2   Roodee : Now that your mane is back, tell us where the biggest and 

bravest Lion can be found? 

K1   Lion         : Don’t worry my friend. You will see. It is look like voice must 

be rusty and well, it’s been a while. 

Cl   Roodee    : So you the world’s biggest and bravest lion looking for. 

Rcl   Lion       : Yes, I’m the world’s looking for greatest Lion. 

K1f  Pammee : We finally found the Lion. 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. The move of exchange in the 

conversation contained challenge until got the dynamic. Because statement really is “so you the 

world’s biggest and bravest lion looking for” appear of the problems in the conversation until from the 

statement need of clarification from it. The seen in structure of conversation as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ cl ˄ rcl ˄ 

k2f. 

Conversation 17. 

K2 Yoohoo  : Mr. Golden Lion, we are looking for a green seed. Would you 

even to know where it is? 

Cf   Lion     : A green seed?                  You mean a small shiny green one?  Rcf Yoohoo: Yes, I heard they have one at                

the elephant village    across the plains. 

K1  Chewoo : Hurry…What are you waiting? Let’s go to see the run away. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. The move of exchange in the 

conversation contained the dynamic in the sentence that is appeared the challenge by the Lion. It is 

happen because Lion (confirmation) ask the certainty from secondary knower (Yoohoo). It means 

that secondary knower (Yoohoo) ask certainty to experience who has clear for speaker. This is seen 

in the structure of conversation as k2 ˄ cf ˄ rcf ˄ k1. 

Conversation 18. 

             K2  Lion    : As a token of              ratitude, we stay at home for the night. 

             K1  Pammee: Alright. Tha             thank you So much Mr. Lion. 

             K2fYoohoo: Wake up guys            Get over, ready we have to get going. 
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From above the conversation that consists of one unit, move of exchange in the conversation 

is clear and there is no dynamic. In the other word is linear. This is seen in the structure of 

conversation as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ k2f. 

Conversation 19. 

  K2  Lion  : Hey my friends. How do you like my new hair Now?  

K1    All      : Hello Mr. Lion. It is look really nice you hair look like rainbow. 

It’s awesome. 

K2f   Lion   : Thank you 
 

From above the conversation that consists of one unit. The structure of conversation is linear 

it means that in the conversation there is no dynamic.  This is seen in the structure of conversation 

as k2 ˄ k1 ˄ k2f.  

     Conversation 20. 

K1 Yoohoo   : It does look nice, but you went through all that trouble to turn 

back. 

K2  lion        : Well, I got to know being a lion with lots of friends is so much 

better than being the golden Lion. This is the color we chose 

together. 

K1f  Pammee : It looks really bright on you. 

 

From above the conversation that consists of one unit. Structure of conversation is linear or 

clear it means that in the conversation there is no dynamic. This is seen in the structure of 

conversation as k1 ˄ k2 ˄ k1f. 

     Conversation 21. 

K2  Yoohoo    : You are the breavest and most stylish Lion we have ever 

meeting. 

Cl     Lion          : Why not? We will see next time. 

Rcl   Pammee    : You’re still the best Lion in government. 

K1  Lemmee      : It’s true even if you are not the golden Lion anymore. 

K2f  Roodee       : Good bye Mr. Lion. See you next time. 
 

From above the conversation that consists of two units. This conversation has a structure is 

not linear because contained the challenge in the conversation. The clarification above caused by 

the lion about “why not” is cause of appeared the problems in the conversation until from the 

question need of clarification to give the information about it. The seen in structure of conversation 

above as k2 ˄ cl ˄ rcl ˄ k1˄ k2f. 

So every conversation always has a different structure. It is explained before that there are 

many structures that have been dynamic in Yoohoo and Friends film. Structures that have the 

dynamic include structure conversations on the conversation 6, conversation 8, conversation 9, 

conversation 10, conversation 12, conversation 13, conversation 16, conversation 17 and the last 
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conversation 21. From the twenty one conversations above however there are 10 dynamic and 

longest conversation consists of three units of the conversation because there are challenges when 

the speaker gave information or experience with the others speaker. 

Now the researcher sees in conversation above, there are conversation has a dynamic in 

conversation. It means that conversation has done people not always clear or smooth however still 

have dynamic when the people have done interaction between the people and the others speaker. 

The applied of dynamic in conversation, we know that interaction occurred in different situation 

will be effected with situation when we done give information. So that, when we talk with others 

the experience or information proposed get dynamic in conversation that is applied clarification 

and response to clarification until made the speaker to clear the information. In addition to, there 

are also conversation that have been not dynamic because interaction occurred in the film is clear it 

means there is no challenge when the speaker talked or gave information with the others speaker 

until the experience or information produced was smooth. 

Based on the conversation, the researcher can see that speech function and mood affect to 

interaction. On the other hand, in the conversation none of the speakers who produces the speech 

function move compliance and refusal because all of the speakers maybe respectful to each other, 

so that they are always ready to help or give the goods or services which are asked or commanded 

by the other speakers to each other. 

In the conversation, besides producing the speech function and mood however there are 53 

statements in the conversation transcript. She is the dominant speaker who plays the role as the 

giver by giving some information. On the other hand, the speaker who produced the largest 

number of speech function statement is secondary knower. It happens because he prefers to be the 

hearer or responder about the information which is given by the other speakers. 

In the conversation, question as a speech function has a purpose to demand information. 

There are 24 questions in the conversation. It indicates that the speaker who produces the highest 

number of speech functions question is secondary knower. He is the dominant speaker who plays 

the role as the demander, while Roodee plays as responder or giver. On the other hand, the 

speaker who produces the highest number of speech function question is Roodee, In the 

conversation, it happens because of his personality. 

As a speech function, command has the purpose to demand goods and services in a 

conversation. We can say that command function is to ask someone to do something. The 

commodity exchange in a command is good and services. In the conversation transcript, the 

researcher finds 11 commands as speech functions. It indicates that the speaker who produces the 

highest number of speech function command is Lion. 
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So that, the structure of conversation that happened was the phenomenon of the language 

which the person communicates not only to convey a preposition or information, but also has done 

measures can be shaped in form of statement, question and command often happen in every 

language main in the conversation when we gave information or experience to people. 

Based on above finding, dynamic and structure of conversation gave contribution to see 

what was going on in the text based on the context. So that, in systemic functional linguistic theory 

conversations are built a number of moves that is k1, k2, k1f, k2f, dk1. From here its can be happen 

dynamic of conversation by move clarification, response to clarification, confirmation, response to 

confirmation, challenge and response to challenge. If case of silence as a way of expressing the 

means and purpose of the conversation process can be marked by Delayed k1 (dk1) it means that 

desired in the conversation it means slowed delivery. Understanding the dynamic of this 

conversation; we can better understand the meaning of conversation and the conversation process 

of the various language. 

From description of conversation above, the researcher can see that Yoohoo’s character has 

done in conversation he is a team leader between her friends and playful, full of curiosity 

sometimes this leads to trouble, but YooHoo always knows right from wrong. When he speaks 

with her friends ready to accept the information but when speak with th Lemmee occur dynamic 

conversation. 

However, Roodee’s character is a genius in invention. Roodee can come up with everything 

in need. A bit far from covrageous, but he always supports and helps his friends in silence. When 

the Lion got the problem Roodee always can problem solved the Lion. However, when Roodee 

asking and giving or good and service actually occur dynamic conversation in this film caused not 

all the statement can understand her friends. 

The character of Chewoo in this film is careless and talkative until when she give 

information or has done conversation there is no dynamic or misunderstanding with others, she is 

also a daydreamer between her friends. The experience of Lemmee in this film he always grumpy 

no matter what his friends done to cheer him up, he tends to look at the negative side and likes to 

pretend he knows everything until occur dynamic among Lemmee with Yoohoo and Cheewoo. 

The description of character Pammee in this film is she has a keen sense of hearing but this 

does sometimes mean she is kept awake at night by even the smallest sounds. In conversation 

usually she given the advice or motivate to Lion when the Lion got the problems until when she 

given information there is no dynamic conversation. 

However, Lion’s characters in this film is arrogant, breavest, anger until he has not friends 

cause he arrogant and bad. However, when his hair change become blue he laughed by others 

animal. The conversation between Yoohoo and friends there are dynamic conversation because he 
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was sensitive and anger. From description of all characters Yoohoo and friends we should learn or 

follow good character and leave bad character so that when we has done give or ask information 

about something there is no dynamic when we have done interaction with the others someone.  

From the dynamic conversation structure, the researcher knows how the experience in 

Yoohoo and Friends film. If we related with education which is exchange of experience occurred 

across layers of language namely at the levels of semantics consisting of speech function and move 

or negotiation and lexico grammar specifically mood. On the other hand, in learning to interact 

particularly for those English is a foreign language, one should learn not only grammatically 

correct sentence. For examples when teaching conversation is that we should teach ourselves or 

someone how to communicate in the target language naturally. It means that we should teach the 

learners how to realize natural flow of interaction. Not only should the learners be taught correct 

sentences and we should also be exposed to exchange structures. An interaction is constituted by 

exchange structures, which are made up by moves. Which moves are appropriate an interaction 

depends upon the context of situation, culture and ideology.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the study can be concluded that the researcher found 21 conversations in 

Yoohoo and friends film. There are 9 Dynamic conversation within; Nonverbal, uncooperative 

behavior, asking explanation, asking for clarification, giving a challenge, asking for clarification, 

giving a challenge, asking for certainty, and giving a challenge. Moreover, Roodee has got most 

speech function use; it is “statement” through 24 moves. Whereas Lion has got “question” through 

24 moves, and other 11 moves and they are “commands” in conversation.  
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